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Abstract—Modern aeronautical telecommunication networks
(ATN) make use of different simultaneous datalinks to
deliver robust, secure and efficient ATN services. This paper
proposes a Multiple Attribute Decision Making based optimal
datalink selection algorithm which considers different attributes
including safety, QoS, costs and user/operator preferences.
An intelligent TRigger-based aUtomatic Subjective weighTing
(i-TRUST) method is also proposed for computing subjective
weights necessary to provide user flexibility. Simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm significantly improves
the performance of the ATN system.
Index Terms—Aeronautical communications, datalink
selection, intelligent algorithm, Multiple Attribute Decision
Making.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE capacity demand in aeronautical telecommunicationnetworks (ATN) for air traffic control (ATC) and air
traffic management (ATM) systems has grown dramatically
over the past years. The rise in the capacity demand is
reflected by the growing number of aircraft and passengers,
which is expected to double by 2035 [1], as well
as the introduction of new high data rate aeronautical
communications services, in particular Internet applications.
As a result, the need to improve the capacity, safety and
efficiency of the global airspace has prompted several global
initiatives to modernize ATM systems, most notably the
EU Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) and the
US Next-Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen)
programmes, with a major focus on Air Traffic Services
(ATS) and Aeronautical Operational Control (AOC) operating
concepts and requirements [2].
The ATM modernization requires a paradigm shift from
the current analogue voice to digital data communications
to handle the increasing amount of and more complex
information exchange between controllers and pilots for
future ATM operational procedures [3]. ATM applications
include both safety-critical, such as AOC and ATS, and
non-safety critical services, such as Airline Administration
Control (AAC) and Aeronautical Passenger Communications
(APC) services. The AOC and APC services are expected
to be the major motivation for broadband communications
due to the higher transmission rate requirement [4]. In
addition, future integration of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs)
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is expected to add further complexity to the already
congested civil air space. Eurocontrol and the American
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) have identified two
primary drivers for anticipating the increasing demand of
the future aeronautical broadband services: i) an appropriate
communication infrastructure to support emerging and future
radio technologies, and to cater for future air traffic growth,
and ii) a consistent global solution to support a seamless
ATM system [3]. Therefore, an integrated ATN solution is
becoming imperative for aircraft operators to improve the
capacity, efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the ATM system
while ensuring a high degree of its flexibility, scalability,
modularity and reconfigurability.
The EU project NEWSKY (Networking the Sky) [2]
specified a single system based on IP technology with the
capability of transmitting data through multiple datalinks,
directly to the ground via satellites. Another EU project
SANDRA (Seamless Aeronautical Networking through
Integration of Data Links, Radios and Antennas) [5],
[6] defined an Integrated Modular Radio (IMR) building
on sophisticated software-defined radio (SDR) technology.
The SANDRA project integrated multiple datalinks directly
to the ground networks such as including VHF Digital
Link mode 2 (VDL 2) and Aeronautical Mobile Airport
Communications System (AeroMACS) and/or via satellites
to provide aeronautical communication services. The IMR
concept of SANDRA project was further validated in the UK
project SINCBAC (Secure Integrated Network Communic-
ations for Broadband and ATM Connectivity) to provide
secure voice and data connectivity for both ATM and
passenger services through a heterogeneous set of radio
access technologies (VDL 2, Iridium and Inmarsat BGAN)
to connect with the ground ATN infrastructure. Each
datalink has its own transmission characteristics providing
communication services and is configured to deliver either
safety critical or non-safety critical communication services
or a combination of both. However, in a heterogeneous radio
environment in an aircraft, different applications have different
QoS requirements, security requirements and user/operator
preferences. The on-board terminal when forwarding the data
is required to select the right datalink due to the safety and
high demand of the expensive datalinks. Therefore, it is an
imperative decision to select the best datalink to transfer data
when multiple datalinks are available in order to provide an
efficient, reliable, secure and cost-effective communication
solution, and none of the previous projects have considered
an optimized datalink selection process.



























RaS – Radio Subsystem
IMC – Integrated Modular Communication
































































































































































Resource utilization: Sincethe number of users











































Get atributes of available data link i
i++ <= iMax
Select flight phase atribute








Number of candidate links



































Datalinks VDL2 Iridium BGAN
BR(kbps) 31.5 2.4 Class4:Upto200Class6:Upto432
PD(ms) 2000 748 950(800to1100)
BER 10 5 10 6 10 5
RMF - - -
RSS - - -













































Sort candidate links according to the priority list
Select link with highest priority 
Number of candidate data links?
= 1






























































Objective weighting Subjective weighting
Combined weightsAdjustment
Combined multiple atributes
Utility score for each link












































































































































































































where isthe element-wise multiplicative operator.
Moreover,inordertoavoidtheundesirablesituationof
underminingcertainatributesintheTRUSTmethod,ascalar
















whereas the non-compensatory algorithm is used to
ﬁndacceptablealternatives, whichsatisfythe minimum
requirements, but may not bethe optimal one[18].






























































































































Level1 Level2 Baseweights, BR PD BER RMF RSS CST
Applications Real-time(RT) 0.25 x xNon-RT 0.20 x
Customerpreferences Lowprice 0.30 x
Operatorpreferences Loadcondition 0.15 x






















































1 RT Safety 20 9 1 -82 BGAN2 -100 BGAN1
2 RT Non-safety 15 9 1 -94 BGAN1 -98 VDL2
3 RT Safety 1.5 1 9 -80 BGAN2 -80 BGAN2
4 RT Non-safety 12 1 9 -84 VDL2 -123 BGAN1
5 NRT Safety 2 9 1 -89 IRIDI -113 BGAN2
6 NRT Non-safety 64 9 1 -83 BGAN1 -83 BGAN1
7 NRT Safety 32 1 9 -82 BGAN2 -82 BGAN2
8 NRT Non-safety 256 1 9 -93 BGAN1 -93 BGAN1
9 RT Safety 128 9 1 -76 BGAN2 -76 BGAN2





Datarate : 20 Datarate : 2.0
Application : Real-Time(RT) Application : Non-Real-Time(NRT)
Safety/Non-safety : Safety Safety/Non-safety : Safety
Qualityimportance : 9 Qualityimportance : 9
Priceimportance : 1 Priceimportance : 1
Linkcharacteristics: Linkcharacteristics:
BR PD BER RMF RSS CST BR PD BER RMF RSS CST
BGAN1 32.0 950.0 10 5 24.73 -100 3.0 IRIDI 2.10 750.0 10 6 0.40 -89 7.0
BGAN2 32.0 95.0 10 5 24.73 -82 3.0 BGAN2 32.0 950.0 10 5 24.73 -113 3.0
Weights: Weights:
BR PD BER RMF RSS CST BR PD BER RMF RSS CST
W= 0.12577 0.12580 0.02510 0.10040 0.50793 0.11500 W= 0.01257 0.01260 0.50730 0.05030 0.35969 0.05760
Utilityscores: 0.246038(BGAN1) 0.753962(BGAN2) Utilityscores: 0.929833(IRIDI) 0.070167(BGAN2)
Optimallink: BGAN2 Optimallink: IRIDI
Requestrequirements(RID:4): Requestrequirements(RID:6):
Datarate : 12 Datarate : 64
Application : Real-Time(RT) Application : Non-Real-Time(NRT)
Safety/Non-safety : Non-safety Safety/Non-safety : Non-safety
Qualityimportance : 1 Qualityimportance : 9
Priceimportance : 9 Priceimportance : 1
Linkcharacteristics: Linkcharacteristics:
BR PD BER RMF RSS CST BR PD BER RMF RSS CST
VDL2 31.5 1200 10 5 19.5 -84 1.0 BGAN1 64 950 10 5 2102 -83 3.0
BGAN1 32.0 950 10 5 30.8 -123 3.0
Weights: Weights:
BR PD BER RMF RSS CST BR PD BER RMF RSS CST
W= 0.086 0.0861 0.0239 0.0675 0.05594 0.6808 W= 0.01257 0.0126 0.5073 0.0503 0.35969 0.0576
Utilityscores: 0.81607(VDL2) 0.18393(BGAN1) Utilityscores: 1.0(BGAN1)



















































































Lowest cost priority (a)
Highest cost priority (b)
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Lowest quality priority (a)
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